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Surficial Geology of Acadia National Park at Isle au Haut, Maine 
 
Introduction 
 
This monograph is a product of two years of intensive field mapping of the surficial geology in 
Acadia National Park (ANP or the “Park”) on Isle au Haut (IAH).  The location of the Park, 
within the regional context, is shown on Figure 1.  The field mapping was instigated by a 2016 
inquiry from Rebecca Cole-Will, Chief of Resource Management of Acadia National Park, as to 
whether there were gravel resources within the ANP on IAH that could provide borrow for the 
park loop road improvements (these improvements took place over the summers of 2017 and 
2018).  My quick reply to Rebecca was that, although there were some gravel sources remaining 
(much of the resource had been mined during the construction of the park loop road in the period 
1890 through 1922), most of the remaining gravel lies in environmentally sensitive areas such as 
adjacent to streams or wetlands, or would be in full view of the loop roads or trails, and, 
therefore, not suitable for development.  
 
The Park decided to barge in the gravel they required for the road improvement, but the request 
made me realize that I had not been to many areas of the park other than along the maintained 
trail and road system.  Furthermore, in my past work on comprehensive planning for the Town, I 
had noticed that the existing surficial geology and soil maps were very generalized and often 
wrong in places.  The dense spruce forest cover made it nearly impossible to interpret the 
geology from aerial photographs (which is how much of reconnaissance-level mapping is 
performed).  I, therefore, set a goal to map at least the Park property on IAH as a contribution to 
the improvement of the surficial geology map of IAH. 
 
It took two summers of field work to complete my detailed off-trail mapping of the ANP at IAH.  
Mapping took place from May through September each summer.  I used the same Garmin 
GPSmap76CSx receiver to locate myself and record the track of my mapping routes as I used to 
locate the maintained trails1 within ANP at IAH.   
 
The mapping took place one or two days a week over the course of two summers, 2017 and 
2018.  The mapping routes in this mapping are shown on Figure 2.  These routes did not cover 
all of the park.  But the topographic map and digital elevation model (DEM) developed from 
2011 LiDAR provided a very detailed map of 2-foot contour intervals.  The “hillshade” 
interpretation of the LiDAR DEM (which forms the base map for several figures in this report) 
allowed me to interpret and interpolate geologic conditions in those areas of the Park in which I 
did not travel but were near areas that I had mapped.  My off-trail mapping covered a total of 
about 300 miles in about 300 hours with typical mapping days covering 4 to 6 miles in 4 to 6 
hours.  Putting all the data into ArcGIS took another 300 hours and the compilation of the report 
took about 100 hours. 
 
                                                 
1 Gerber, Robert (2017) Isle au Haut Trail Guide, 2nd Ed.  237 p. Available through the IAH Store and Shore Shop 
Gifts, with all proceeds going to the Union Congregational Church of Isle au Haut. 
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ANP at IAH covers 3228 acres above high water, or 5.04 square miles (13.1 km2).  There are 
20.5 miles (32.3 km) of maintained hiking trails within the Park (including Western Head Road), 
and another 5.3 miles (8.5 km) of gravel road providing vehicle access.  Throughout this 
monograph, the term “Isle au Haut” refers to the main island of Isle au Haut, rather than the 
collection of islands that make up the Town of Isle au Haut. 
Topography & Bedrock 
 
The ANP land on IAH consists of roughly half the area of the main island of Isle au Haut within 
the Town of Isle au Haut.  It is heavily forested, primarily with spruce, and with secondary 
mixtures and concentrations of red maple, paper birch, white cedar, and pitch pine.  Orthophotos 
covering the park are provided on Figure 3.  The topography of the park includes a lot of area of 
steep slopes as shown on Figure 4, which implies thin soils and/or exposed bedrock. 
 
Bedrock Geology 
 
The bedrock geology (Figure 5) of the Park affects the distribution of surficial geology in a 
variety of ways.  However, this monograph does not describe the bedrock geology other than in 
broad terms.  The most well-known bedrock investigations within the Park (particularly Eastern 
Head) were performed by Dr. Marshall Chapman2.  Dr. Chapman also wrote a layman’s guide3 
to the geology of Isle au Haut.  The only field trip guide I know of for the study area, sponsored 
by the Geological Society of Maine (GSM), was written by myself and Dr. Chapman4 in 2015.  
Some of the features described in this monograph are also discussed in the field trip guide and 
would supplement this report.  Other general bedrock references, and more particularly pictures 
and descriptions of the volcanic deposits within the Park, are in an online document created by 
Henry Berry5 for the Maine Geological Survey.  The descriptions of the granitic and gabbroic 
units below are taken from the 2015 Geological Society of Maine field trip guide. 
 
The Isle au Haut Igneous Complex consists of bimodal plutonic and volcanic units.  The general 
trend of the units (as taken from the mafic units) is N 100 E with a 350 W dip to the layering.  
This attitude provides a stratigraphic cross-section of a basal granite-mafic layered sequence to 
the east, capped by two silicic volcanic units to the west.  The contact with the volcanic units, as 
well as the presence of vugs, indicates that the complex was intruded at a very shallow level. 
The Isle au Haut granite (28 km2) (locally called the Jerusalem Mountain Granite) is fine-grained 
and rich with mafic enclaves.  Below the granite is a layered gabbro-diorite-quartz monzo-diorite 
complex (51 km2) which forms the eastern third of the island and the small islands and ledges 
                                                 
2 Chapman, Marshall, 1996, Petrogenesis of a silicic magma chamber periodically invaded by basaltic magma; the 
Isle au Haut igneous complex, Maine: Ph.D. dissertation, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 238 p. 
3 Chapman, Marshall, 1992, The geology of Isle au Haut, Maine.  Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky.  
35 p. 
4 Gerber, Robert G., and Marshall Chapman, Ph. D., 2015, Geology of Isle au Haut, Maine. Geological Society of 
Maine Summer Field Trip, July 25-26, 2015.  Geological Society of Maine, 34 p.  
5 Berry, Henry N., IV, 2015, Beautifully Preserved Volcanic Debris in Bedrock, Western Head, Isle au Haut.  Maine 
Geologic Facts and Localities.  19 p.  
https://digitalmaine.com/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1506&contex
t=mgs_publications 
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farther east.  More granite (devoid of mafic enclaves) crops out on small islands to the east of the 
mafic complex and field evidence indicates that it was emplaced contemporaneously with the 
layered mafic units.  U-Pb-Th dating of zircons from the Isle au Haut granite, the mafic units, 
and the easternmost granite indicate the same age of 424 ± 1 Ma.  Both the Isle au Haut granite 
and the easternmost granite on these other islands may therefore be part of the same silicic 
reservoir.  The intervening larger layered gabbro, then, appears to have invaded this previously 
contiguous silicic reservoir and ponded on its lower solidified or largely solidified base.  
Contacts between gabbro and granite show chilled pillows, net veining, composite dikes, and 
coarser grained xenoliths of gabbro within the granite. 
 
The volcanic deposits of Isle au Haut have been associated with the Cranberry Island series.  The 
appearance of the rock is very similar to the volcanic rocks exposed in northeastern Penobscot 
Bay6 that are identified as part of the Castine volcanics series.  The following description of the 
volcanic units is taken from Berry (previously cited).  The age of the volcanic rocks is not yet 
known, but where similar volcanic rocks occur on nearby Vinalhaven and Mount Desert Island, 
the volcanic rocks are about the same age as the accompanying granite.  The granite and gabbro 
represent the underground portion of the volcanic system, and the volcanic rocks represent the 
surface portion, now exposed by millions of years of erosion.  Within the Park, the best 
exposures of the volcanic deposits are on the western shore of Western Head.  The volcanic 
rocks of Western Head were produced by violent, explosive eruptions that produced deposits of 
fragments ranging in size from tiny bits called volcanic ash (less than a tenth of an inch) to 
medium-sized pieces called lapilli (up to 2½ inches (6.4 cm)), to large fragments called blocks or 
bombs (over 2½ inches (6.4 cm)).  Rocks composed of volcanic fragments are called pyroclastic 
rocks.   Pyroclastic rocks are named on the basis of their fragment sizes: a rock dominated by ash 
is called a tuff; a rock dominated by blocks or bombs is called a breccia, and rocks with mixtures 
of sizes are given combined names such as lapilli-tuff or tuff-breccia.  As stated in Gerber and 
Chapman (2015), the current model is one in which invasion of basaltic magma into the 
crystallizing granite chamber of the Isle au Haut granite created a large, supervolcanic eruption. 
The eruption entrained basaltic magma within the superheated pyroclastic rhyolitic deposits 
along with pieces of the Isle au Haut granite. 
 
Although I did not focus on the bedrock during my mapping, I did notice that, with the exception 
of the granite on the main central island ridgeline and the granite exposures on the southern 
shoreline in Merchant Harbor and Barred Harbor, the exposures are often migmatized, indicating 
that the roof pendants of the granite on most of the sideslopes were not totally removed by 
glacial erosion and uplift. 
 
In the discussion of the provenance of the various glacial deposits within the Park, the influence 
of the bedrock properties and topography will be identified. 
Previous Work 
 
Due in part to its access difficulties and lack of development pressure, Isle au Haut has not had 
the type of detailed surficial mapping that has occurred, for example, in the southern Maine 
                                                 
6 Gerber, Robert G., and Steven R. Pinette, 1992, The geology of East Penobscot Bay, Hancock County, Maine.  
Field Trip Guide for the Geological Society of Maine, July 25-26, 1992, 49 p. 
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coastal area. An additional complication is the fact that the island is heavily forested, primarily 
with spruce trees.  Before Lidar was available to produce a detailed DEM, very little of the 
ground surface conditions could be seen or interpreted with traditional aerial photography 
(Figure 3).  Only the emergent wetlands and scattered areas of pitch pine provide a glimpse of 
the ground surface.  I had determined years before that the only way to really map the geology of 
the island would be on foot, which I put off for years due to the difficulty of walking in areas 
away from established roads and trails.  My work in 2009 producing a groundwater resource 
report7 as part of the Isle au Haut Comprehensive Plan led me to the existing sources of 
information on island soils.  The first resource was the medium intensity soil series mapping for 
Knox County produced according to the USDA soil classification system.  The soils are mapped 
according to soil series names so the soil series descriptions had to be reviewed and translated in 
ArcGIS into surficial geology terms from the parent material described in the data sheets.  
Figure 6 is the resulting interpretation.  The interpretation shows most of the Park being exposed 
bedrock or shallow-to-bedrock soils with four moderately-sized patches of fine-grained thicker 
glacial till and one larger patch of sandy till.  It also shows three large patches of fluvial sand 
within the Park.  Many of the emergent wetland areas are also shown.  These deposits are 
generally present in the areas as mapped.  The flaw in the map is that it missed many other areas 
of moderately thick to thick soils and many other wetland-related soils. 
 
There have been two formal mappings of surficial geology on Isle au Haut. The first was in1974 
by Geoff Smith and Björn Anderson8, which was a preliminary mapping by the Maine 
Geological Survey (then called the “Bureau of Geology, Dept. of Conservation”) as part of the 
Knox County Physical Resources Series. This map shows more than half the island as thin till 
and scattered bedrock outcrops and about 30% of the island (mostly either side of the main ridge) 
being thick glacial till. Scattered glaciomarine deposits of either clay-silt or fine sands and 
undifferentiated glacial deposits are also shown around the island. 
 
The second surficial mapping was completed by Harold Borns and Geoffrey Smith for the 
National Park Service and US Geological Survey in 19809.  Borns and Smith presumably had the 
previous map as a reference when they did their work. The quality of his map reproduction is 
poor and I was unable to obtain a good quality copy as it is out of print and not available in 
digital form from the USGS.  However, I did my best to digitize the map and present it in Figure 
7.  This map does a better job of capturing the general locations of till and sandy deposits, 
although it is over-generalized and does not discriminate the raised beaches as distinct geological 
features. 
 
Although no maps were found, it is worth mentioning reports of much earlier geologic mapping 
on Isle au Haut that pointed, in particular, to the presence of raised beaches on Isle au Haut.  In 
2014, I began planning the 2015 Geological Society of Maine summer field trip.  As part of that 
                                                 
7 Sebago Technics, Inc., 2009, Groundwater Resource Evaluation, Isle au Haut, Maine.  Prepared for Town of Isle 
au Haut and Comprehensive Plan Committee, Isle au Haut, Maine 04645, August 11, 2009.  102 p. 
8 Smith, Geoffrey W. and Björn G. Anderson, 1974, Surficial Geologic Map of Knox County (Preliminary).  
Physical Resource Series, Bureau of Geology, Dept. of Conservation, State of Maine.  Map at scale:  1:125,000 
9 Borns, H.W., and G.W. Smith, 1981, Location, Surficial Deposits and Lineations, Acadia National Park and 
Vicinity, Maine. U.S. Geol. Survey, Water Resources Investigations Open-File Report 80-1050 
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preparation I turned to several of Maine’s earliest geological survey resources to see what they 
had reported, if anything, on Isle au Haut.  Stone10 reports on page 48:   
Near the southwestern extremity of the island I traced a line of beach gravel up a valley 
to a height of 250 feet by aneroid.  Here the rolled gravel suddenly disappeared, and 
above that elevation, only ordinary till could be found.  Guided by the barometer, I then 
went nearly around the island at this elevation, and at every valley found rounded gravel 
and boulders up to 225 feet, at which elevation the rolled gravel began to thin out, and 
the contour of 250 feet was plainly above the water-washed drift.  
The Penobscot Bay Folio11 basically repeated what was stated in Stone.  Leavitt & Perkins12 
does not contain any maps for Isle au Haut.  Although Stone’s statement that he found “rounded 
gravel and boulders” at every valley up to 225 feet (elevation) (69 m) is an exaggeration (since 
some valleys have no raised beach deposits), there are enough very easily observable raised 
beach deposits at this elevation to provide a general corroboration.  The most prominent of these 
is on the southern portion of the Long Pond Trail that was Stop 12 as described in the 2015 GSM 
field trip guide.  
It is interesting that Leavitt and Perkins (1934) did not include Isle au Haut in its mapping of the 
sand and gravel deposits of Maine.  Their work in the 1930’s was done to help promote 
economic development in Maine and Isle au Haut probably did not seem to be very important in 
that regard, not to mention the difficulty of getting to the island to do the survey work.  
However, almost all the borrow pits on Isle au Haut had been opened and mined out by 1920.  
Figure 8 shows the location of pits that I found within the Park (my survey actually included the 
whole island).  The density of pits is quite high, primarily because most of the deposits were 
small and limited by bedrock and/or water tables close to the original ground surface.  The 
primary use of the borrow was to build the loop road around the island and almost all the pits are 
immediately adjacent to the current loop road.  Although there are a few pits that have 
glaciomarine or fluvial sands, most of the pits were actually located in raised beach or sandy 
(melt-out) till deposits.  Although frost-susceptible, these sandy tills have held up well over the 
years as road base.  The major maintenance issues have been created by road washouts due to 
inadequate ditching and culvert capacity. 
Sequence of Surficial Deposit Emplacement 
Glacial Till 
Beginning at the bedrock surface, the first surficial layer deposited was glacial till.  Since the till 
has many variations on its actual origin, it is often called diamicton (or “diamict” for short) as a 
general term to cover a variety of styles of deposition.  For the purpose of this report, I will use 
some terms that may be somewhat dated but, having mapped glacial tills for over 40 years, have 
10 Stone, George H. (1899) The Glacial Gravels of Maine and their Associated Deposits. US Geological Survey 
Monograph 34, 499 pages 
11 US Geological Survey, 1907, The Penobscot Bay Folio.  Geologic Atlas of the United States, No. 149 
12 Leavitt, H.W., and E.H. Perkins, 1934, A Survey of Road Materials and Glacial Geology of Maine, Vol. 1, Parts 1 
and 2.  Maine Technology Experiment Station, Bul. No. 30, University Press, Orono, ME. 233 p. and 129 Maps. 
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particular meaning to me.  Lodgment or basal till is till laid down and ridden over by glacial ice, 
creating a very dense soil.  It usually contains a heterogeneous mixture of boulders, cobbles, 
gravel, and sand plus some mixture of silt & clay.  There can be local concentrations of boulders 
(usually on the down-glacier side of ridge crests and at the base of narrow valleys) but the shape 
of a grain-size curve for the soil matrix is fairly distinctive.  The fraction of silt and clay will 
vary primarily on the source of the material from which the till was derived, including the 
original bedrock material.  The source of till materials is typically upgradient bedrock within 20 
miles13 (32 km), but it can also include remolded soils created by glacial advances or re-
advances over other large surficial deposits.  Along the Maine coast, where glaciomarine clays 
and silts may been deposited during early glacial retreat, readvances often created tills with a 
matrix having a higher percentage of silts and clays and somewhat lower density than tills made 
from originally pulverized bedrock.   
One of the most important things to know, then, is the direction of local glacial movement. On 
Isle au Haut, the last direction of movement of glacial ice across the island was fairly consistent 
as shown on Figure 9 and Table 1, centered around S9◦E (true north). 
Table 1 
Representative Isle au Haut Glacial Striae & Chattermark Direction Trend 
UTM is NAD83, Zone 19N 
General locale UTM X-coord (m) UTM y-coord (m) Direction, True North 
next to Coombs cemetery 530,652 4,880,759 170 
cove east of Thunder Gulch 531,086 4,873,407 171 
SW corner Merchant Cove 529,726 4,873,886 170 
Moore's Hbr, near DH Trail 528,819 4,877,505 173 
Western Ear 527,627 4,872,605 169 
Average Striae Direction from True North 170.6 
To illustrate the appearance of the surficial units on the island, Figure 10 and Tables 2 & 3 are 
locations and information concerning pictures taken on the island that illustrate geologic features 
discussed in this report and other features of more general interest.  The pictures are located in 
Appendices A & B.  The top line of each picture description is a short caption for the picture, 
beginning with a number.  The picture numbers range from 1 through 55.  Pictures 1 through 33 
were taken for a separate report14 called “Special Places Off-Trail in Acadia National Park at Isle 
au Haut,” but they include many pictures of geological interest, in addition to giving a good 
sense of what the Park looks like.   
Pictures 34 and 35 show classic chattermarks and striae on bedrock surfaces.  Picture 34 is in a 
gravel pit adjacent to Coombs cemetery at the north end of the island.  Picture 35 is in a small 
13 “boulder trains”, or “indicator fans”, as mentioned in Leavitt & Perkins, have extended from Mount Kineo to 
Vinalhaven (Fig. 10, Vol. 2) and brachiopod fossils carried in the Moose River sandstone have been found in Little 
Deer Isle as examples of how far glacial transport has been documented in Maine 
14 Gerber, Robert, 2019, Special Places Off-Trail in Acadia National Park at Isle au Haut.  A description of unique 
places off-trail within the park, sold on the island by the Isle au Haut Store and Shore Shop Gifts for the benefit of 
the Union Congregational Church of Isle au Haut.  55 p. 
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remote cove on the southeast end of the island, east of Thunder Gulch.  Picture 41 and the 
bottom part of Picture 45 (where the backhoe teeth marks show) are good examples of lodgment 
till.  The percent of silt and clay in the soil matrix is about 20% to 30%.  Picture 42, on an 
exposed coastal bluff on the west side of Head Harbor, is an example of a till made of re-
deposited glaciomarine clay-silt (Presumpscot Formation) created by overriding and compaction 
of previously deposited sediments.  There are no cobbles or boulders in this exposure and the 
percentage of clay-silt is higher than in the original lodgment till.  The main differences between 
this and the Presumpscot Formation include this location’s high density and shear strength of this 
deposit and a greater homogenization of this deposit with sand compared to the Presumpscot 
Formation.  This type of till, though rare on Isle au Haut, occurs elsewhere in Penobscot Bay and 
is described and characterized in detail in Rand and Gerber15. 
Another variety of glacial till is called ablation till.  It usually consists of boulders, cobbles, 
gravel, sand silt that was embedded in or on top of glacial ice and dropped as the ice melted in 
place.  It tends to have a higher boulder and cobble content than lodgment till and a lower silt 
and clay content and a lower density.  Pictures 45 (top portion), 46, 47, and 48 are pictures of 
ablation tills on Isle au Haut.  A variation on the melt-out till is a partially-sorted material where 
glacial meltwater flowed over and through the deposit, removing silt and clay and starting to 
round cobble and gravel particles. 
The percentage of silt and clay in the matrix of a lodgment till is related to the parent rock type 
from which the till was derived.  Till derived from granite has the lowest percentage of silt and 
clay in Maine lodgment till (typically 20% to 30%).  Till created on phyllite such as at Sears 
Island (Rand & Gerber, 1976) typically has 40% to 50% silt and clay in the matrix.  The volcanic 
deposits on the north and west sides of Isle au Haut will create lodgment tills with slightly more 
silt and clay than the tills produced from granite.  As one can see from Figure 9, the most likely 
source of glacial till material in the Park is NNW of the Park through Deer Isle. 
Geologic features that I mapped in the Park include glacial erratics greater than 3 feet (0.9 m) in 
diameter that were visible from my travel paths as shown in Figure 2.  The locations of 
individual erratics and groups of erratics are shown in Figure 11 and typical erratics are shown 
in Pictures 12 and 26.  Leavitt & Perkins (1934, Vol. 2, p. 29) state that most erratics in Maine 
are granite.  Almost all the erratics I saw in the Park were granite.  This rock type is very durable 
and is often plucked from plutons where the joint frequency is very low.  One solid block of 
granite 50’x50’x50’ (15.24 meters cubed) was reported to have been removed intact once from 
the Crotch Island quarry in Stonington.  Rocks plucked from granite outcrops can survive being 
pushed and rolled for many miles.  I recognized some erratics from the Lucerne and Mt. Waldo 
Plutons, as well as Crotch Island granite.  One can see from Figure 11 that the most common 
concentrations of erratics are near the bottom of lowland valleys (including very small valleys) 
and on the down-glacier side of bedrock ridges. 
15 Rand, John R., and Robert G. Gerber, 1976, Sears Island Fault Investigations, Sears Island, Searsport, Maine.  A 
consulting report for Central Maine Power Company.  263 p. 
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Glaciofluvial Deposits 
There is not much volume of glaciofluvial material on Isle au Haut.  Some of these deposits were 
probably transitional from melt-out tills.  Some were clearly deposited under glacial ice from 
local meltwaters, as they are all located below the marine limit.  In the gravel pit just south of 
Hamilton Cemetery as shown in Picture 53, a discussion was held during the 2015 GSM field 
trip as to whether this was a beach deposit or a glaciofluvial deposit.  Martha Mixon took a 
sample of the upper sand layer and examined it microscopically for foraminifera and other 
marine fossils.  She found none16, indicating it was unlikely this was a beach deposit.  Figure 12 
shows my interpretation of those stratified deposits that had a glaciofluvial or glaciomarine 
origin with an overprinted outline of selected current surface watersheds.  Water being 
discharged under glacial ice could have had enough hydraulic head to cross over drainage 
divides in places17.   
The major glaciofluvial deposits are along the major creeks:  Jones Brook; Eli Creek; Merchant 
Brook; and Duck Harbor Brook.  The best exposures of the glaciofluvial deposits lying within 
the Park occur in Pictures 52 and 53.  Picture 50 shows a waterlaid deposit with many 
subrounded cobbles on conserved land of Union Congregational Church property on the west 
side of Long Pond.  If this deposit were created above or at the marine limit, this deposit would 
be called a kame terrace.  But by the time sea-level reached this position, glacial ice would have 
left the area thousands of years before.  Bimodal grain size distributions with cobbles and coarse 
gravel embedded in a sand and silt matrix indicate a high flow velocity during deposition. 
Some of these deposits I classify as “glaciofluvial” may actually be post-glacial stream deposits 
from intense runoff that rearranged surface deposits during a different climatic regime prior to 
historic times.  The deposits in Watersheds 1, 7, 14 and 18 are particular candidates for being 
post-glacial stream deposits. 
Glaciomarine Deposits 
As shown on Figure 12, I have interpreted several small and thin glaciomarine deposits 
consisting of sand and pebbles:  one on the shore of Moore’s Harbor and one on the north side of 
the large wetland north of Merchant Cove.  There is no exposed clay-silt (typical of the 
Presumpscot Formation) either in the Park nor anywhere else on the island.  There have been 
reports of soft clay-silt deposits beneath the water table in the Coombs Mountain pits on the 
Town-owned land at the northern end of the island.  Given the several large bogs in the Park that 
might be inferred to have originally been ponds, it is possible that glaciomarine clay-silt 
underlies the peat deposits but, to the best of my knowledge, no investigation of the stratigraphy 
of any of the bogs has been performed.  The offshore and exposed location of the island probably 
limited the area of quiescent water necessary for glaciomarine clay-silt settlement. 
16 Personal communication of Martha Mixon to Robert Gerber 
17 Gerber, Robert, 1979, Confined aquifers in glacial deposits in Freeport, Maine, in, Maine Geology, Bul. No. 1, 
A.M. Hussey, II and D.S. Westerman, eds., Geological Society of Maine Shorter Contributions to the Geology of
Maine, pp. 18-28
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Raised Beach Deposits 
In this report, I use the term “raised beach deposit” to indicate a marine beach deposit formed 
sometime between the melting back of the Laurentide glacial ice and the decrease in relative sea 
level to the existing sea level position.  Raised beach deposits usually constitute a reworking of 
an existing deposit or local broken ledge.  Of the various surficial deposits within the Park, the 
raised beach deposits are probably most worthy of further investigation.  I delineated two 
different types of raised beach deposits:  gravel or cobble beach deposits lying at or near ground 
surface that were typical in gradation and form of present-day beach deposits; and topographic 
form of obvious wave-cut beaches in other soil deposits but leaving little or no actual reworked 
material as a beach deposit. 
My first discovery of a raised beach on Isle au Haut is described in Gerber and Chapman (2015) 
where a picture of the best example of a raised beach on Isle au Haut occurs and is also shown 
here in Picture 18.  In the section above on “Previous Work” I relate what Stone (1899)18 had to 
say about raised beaches on Isle au Haut.  This led me to study intensively the DEM, which was 
a productive way to locate raised beaches.  I made a special point to visit every feature I saw in 
the DEM that could have suggested the presence of a raised beach.  Figure 13 shows the 
locations I identified where raised beach deposits occur and numbers that relate to data 
summarized on Table 4.  The estimated marine limit contour line of 224’ NAVD88 is shown on 
this map.  Some beach deposits extend above this elevation because of storm wave runup. 
To understand the creation of raised beaches at 
different elevations, it is important to 
understand the position of relative sea level at 
various times in the past and also to understand 
the mechanisms that cause sea level position to 
change relative to the land.  A coastal Maine 
post-glacial sea-level curve is shown in the 
inset, taken from the Maine Geological Survey 
website19. 
This curve shows sea-level in Wells, Maine, at 
about 13,000 years ago at about 230 feet (70 
m) above Mean High Water.  As indicated
above, the MHW position on Isle au Haut
appears to be about 225 feet (68.6 m) above
NAVD88, or about 220 feet (67 m) above
MHW.  As recorded in Rand & Gerber (1976)
calcium carbonate concretions in glaciomarine
deposits at Sears Island 31 miles (50 km)
northwest of Isle au Haut) were radiocarbon
18 I encourage geologists not to forget the classic early geologic work done in Maine.  There is a tendency for 
researchers to only want to reference the most recent work done in an area.  But many valuable insights can be 
obtained by reviewing the old classic references. 
19 www.maine.gov/dacf/mgs/explore/marine/faq/slcurve.htm 
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dated at 15,600 ± 400 years BP.  Sears Island marine terrace levels were recorded in the 
Penobscot Bay Folio (1907) at 80 feet, 60 feet, 30 feet, and 12 feet (24, 18, 9, and 4 m) above 
Mean Sea Level.  The glaciomarine unit at Sears Island was deposited near elevation 150 feet 
(46 m) above Mean Sea Level.  The Penobscot Bay Folio states that during glacial ice 
withdrawal sea level was about 240 to 250 feet (73 to 76 m) above 1907 sea level.   
Relict beaches on Isle au Haut were identified by the mean elevation position (based on GPS and 
LiDAR-determined elevations) of obvious beach deposits, which are recorded on Figure 14.  
Isle au Haut has raised beaches at elevation 80, 60, 30 and 12 feet (MSL) (24, 18, 9, and 4 m), 
too.  I did not record the beaches at elevation 12’ (4 m) as those are the storm berms for modern 
day beaches.  The distribution of raised beaches in ANP by elevation distribution is shown in 
Figure 14.  As shown in that figure, many of the raised beaches have a mid-point elevation in the 
range of elevation 170 to 220’ (52 to 67 m) NAVD88.   
The change in relative sea-level following 
deglaciation was a combination of two 
overlapping influences:  glacial isostasy; and 
eustatic sea level rise.  The inset shows world-
wide eustatic sea-level rise, as posted in 
Wikipedia20.  You can see the relatively rapid 
rise between 15,000 and 11,000 years ago of 
about 50 meters or about 0.04 feet (1.2 cm) per 
year.  But counteracting this rise relative to the 
land was the rise of the land relative to sea 
level due to isostatic rebound of the land due to 
melting of the continental glacier and 
unloading of the land.  This rate changes, based on the history of glacial ice loading and 
unloading and was generally at a maximum at the point of maximum earth flexure, which would 
have been near the melting ice front.  As calculated in Rand and Gerber (1976), the average 
uplift rate in the period of 15,000 and 11,000 years ago ranged from about 0.16 to 0.4 ft/year (5 
to 12 cm/yr), or roughly 10 times the sea-level rise rate.  From the actual sea-level change curve 
above, sea level dropped relative to the land at a rate of about 0.2 feet per year (6 cm/yr) from 
13,000 to 11,000 years ago. 
Of great interest to me is the location of the major raised beach deposits on the island and how 
they vary with wave fetch, the local topography, and the availability of source material.  First, all 
the largest raised beach material (large cobbles to boulders in size) are at or nearest the highest 
elevations of the observed raised beach deposits.  The raised beach deposits at lower elevations 
are small cobbles, gravel, or sand and gravel.  Not only that, but the coverage area of raised 
beach deposits is much lower in the lower elevations.  The exposures and availability of source 
material does not vary greatly from the maximum raised beach elevation positions to the present 
sea level positions, so my conclusion is that the wave climate must have been extremely severe 
at the time when the land became exposed here.  This would have made sense as climate change 
was occurring extremely rapidly at this time and at the edge of the polar ice-cap, the temperature 
and pressure gradients must have been extremely large.  It is also possible that the wind direction 
20 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Past_sea_level 
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accompanying major storms may have shifted from south and southeast to northerly, where the 
fetch is much smaller and wave action would have been much less intense.  Examples of thick 
cobble/boulder raised beaches at the marine limit are shown in Pictures 18 and 19.  Pictures 20 
and 39 show minimal thickness of beach cobbles (e.g., one cobble layer thick).  The material in a 
sand and gravel raised beach is shown in Picture 21. 
Another variable is the source of beach material.  The largest raised beach deposit is at the 
northern end of watershed 18 as shown on Figure 12.  Notice how the deposit is at the end of a 
well-defined valley with steep slopes on east, west, and north sides.  Waves from the large fetch 
open to the south would funnel up this valley, moving soil material toward the head of the valley.  
Moreover, there appeared to be a thick till deposit at the north end of the valley (the till was 
pushed from the north over the ridge at the north end of the valley and lay on the south slope.  In 
addition, there is a small bedrock cliff just above the till deposit and an exposed bedrock 
shoulder at the northeastern end of the valley that supplied broken ledge material that was made 
into rounded cobbles.  Pictures 54 and 55 show jointed bedrock material that proved to be a 
local source of beach materials. Raised beach deposits lay adjacent to these bedrock outcrops 
that have a joint frequency ideally suited to the production of beach cobbles. 
Other typical locations of raised beach deposits are on exposed elevated ridges or saddles in the 
type of location where bars typically form in modern sea level settings where bedrock is just 
below high tide.  Referring to Figure 13, these ridge deposits occur at locations 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 
17, and 18. 
One unusual raised beach deposit appears to be location 20 (Table 4) on Figure 13.  This is 
similar to a modern beach spit in that alternating east/west cross currents and wave directions 
deposited this sand and gravel deposit off the south end of a bedrock ridge. 
Water Features, including Organic deposits (wetlands) 
The surface water hydrology of ANP and IAH in general is somewhat unusual for Maine.  The 
unusual aspects include:  a) a low surface density of streams despite the low permeability and 
thinness of most of the surficial deposits; b) scarcity of spring discharges; c) presence of many 
large bogs that seem to capture runoff and minimize outlet stream discharge except in major 
runoff events. Figure 15 shows the surface water pattern.  The streams, springs, and wetlands are 
shown.  Streams with Maine DEP Water Classification are differentiated from streams that are 
not classified.  Streams are also differentiated according to whether I classified them as 
ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial.  These definitions generally follow American Geosciences 
Institute definitions that were originally articulated by Meinzer (1923)21.   
It is probable that not all ephemeral streams were identified, particularly on the east and west 
sides of the Jerusalem Mountain ridge, due to the low density of mapping in those areas.  
However, the streams that crossed the loop road and trails were studied in detail and the lowland 
wetland areas were walked throughout most of their lengths.  Many of the larger streams were 
walked along much of their length because they provided exposures of the adjacent surficial 
21 Meinzer, Oscar E. (1923) Outline of groundwater hydrology, with definitions.  US Geological Survey, Water-
supply Paper 494, 71 p. 
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deposits or evidence of depth to bedrock.  A common characteristic of the ephemeral and 
intermittent streams is that they emerge then disappear in a downslope direction.  Where the 
slope flattens, a stream becomes adsorbed in a wetland.  Where a stream is flowing downslope 
and encounters thicker and/or more permeability deposits the streamflow often turns into 
groundwater flow. 
The wetlands have only been broadly classified to date as either forested wetlands or emergent 
wetlands.  The emergent wetland outlines began from National Wetland Inventory (NWI) 
shapefiles, then enhanced by interpretation of orthophotos and Google Earth, and finally altered 
based on field evidence.  In broad terms, the “emergent wetlands” display on aerial photo views 
as having no or low tree density and water at the ground surface during at least part of the year.  
A differentiation of these wetlands into bogs, fens, marshes, and swamps has not yet been made.  
Pictures of many of the wetlands are shown in #1 through #14 in Appendix A.  There do not 
appear to be any raised bogs as seen in other large bog systems in Maine such as Sunkhaze 
Meadows east of Orono.   
The larger bogs are worthy of further studies such as coring and multi-level piezometer 
installation, radio-carbon dating, and installation of outlet stream gages. The bogs serve a very 
important hydrologic function on IAH.  There are many bogs oriented north-south lying at the 
foot of the east and west sides of the main ridge down the center of the island.  These bogs 
receive surface runoff off the ridge and store that water.  From the 13 years I have spent on IAH 
and observed the main stream discharges from these large bogs, it appears that typically about 
once every two years the bogs fill during a large runoff event, overflow, and turn streams with a 
average trickle of flow into raging mountain-style streams.  The streambed of Jones Brook near 
Moore’s Harbor (Picture 28) is an example.  Near the outlet of the bog that drains into Jones 
Brook, there is a 4-foot wide, 3-foot (0.9 m) deep “dead river” that funnels flow into the steeper 
gradient of the brook that outlets from the wetland. 
On the fringes of the bogs, adjacent to many streams, and in many isolated flat or gently-sloping 
locations there are “forested wetlands”, as shown on Figure 15.  Typical forested wetland areas 
are shown in Pictures 29 & 33 in Appendix A.  These areas are usually forested.  There are 
often facultative plants such as skunk cabbage.  The seasonally high water table is generally less 
than 9” from the ground surface but not at the ground surface except in hollows in hummocky 
ground and during very intense runoff events.  The high groundwater table could be due to 
proximity to streams or emergent wetlands, or to local groundwater discharge. 
Except within a few well-defined valley areas, most streams are ephemeral within the Park.  The 
extent of some ephemeral streams seems to be expanding in the past 10 years as noted in Gerber 
and Chapman (2015).  In shallow-to-bedrock areas, these ephemeral streams typically look like 
that shown in Pictures 39 & 40. 
Springs are unusually rare in the Park.  Except for one very small obviously bedrock spring, the 
other springs I found were in soil.  The soil springs typically occurred where a sandy till or sand 
and gravel deposit that lies in a valley setting thins in a downslope direction.  One of the largest 
of the springs observed is shown in Picture 31.  I did make one unusual observation on Eastern 
Head that suggests that there may be major fracture zones in the bedrock that can conduct a lot of 
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groundwater.  The hillshade interpretation of the LiDAR shows a number of different prominent 
fracture patterns in the Park area.  Several fracture roses are presented in Gerber and Chapman 
(2015) and discussed in relation to the potential for high-yield zones in the bedrock.  West of 
Thunder Gulch on Eastern Head I paused one day for lunch just south of the tree line on a north-
south broken rock zone.  I had mapped the southern end of Eastern Head and wondered how 
runoff and groundwater got from the area north of the tree line down to the ocean.  As I sat 
looking over a fairly calm sea with little wind I could here the gurgle of water movement below 
me, and not close to the ground surface.  I could hear groundwater movement through a broken 
rock zone on the order of about 20’ (6 m) beneath me.  I followed the broken rock zone down to 
the shore and found a diffuse groundwater discharge not far above MHW.  This made me 
hypothesize that a lot of groundwater recharge on the island may leave through prominent 
bedrock fracture zones. 
Marine Geology 
The surficial and marine geology map presented in Figure 16 includes marine geology units  
merged with upland surficial geology units.  The original marine geology maps22,23 of Isle au 
Haut (and the rest of the Maine coast) were created by Barry Timson who was the marine 
geologist for the Maine Geological Survey in 1975.  Using low-tide stereo aerial photos, Barry 
mapped the coastline using a standardized legend.  As part of the work I did in 2009 for the IAH 
Comprehensive Plan, I digitized paper versions of the marine geology maps that were “rubber-
sheeted” to fit current orthophotos.  Since many of the polygons made from the Timson map 
consist of “ledge” I decided to merge that data with the upland surficial geology data.  I have 
reprinted the pertinent legend descriptions for the marine geology polygon symbols.  The 
polygons actually represent “environments” instead of unique combinations of inanimate 
physical collections of soil particles.  For example, “mussel bars (F3)” have some topographic 
expression but the topographic anomaly results from a synergistic interaction of mussels growing 
on the optimum substrate, then the mussels rise above the substrate surface, which encourages 
more fine-grained sedimentation on the roughened surface.  The detailed description of the 
polygon features below Mean High Water (MHW) occurs in Appendix C, which is a direct copy 
of Timson’s map legend, with units that do not occur in the map removed from the legend. 
I made edits to the Timson map after overlaying my original 2009 digitization of Timson’s paper 
maps on more recent and improved low-tide aerial photos (0.5-meter pixel density 2008 summer 
color low-tide orthophotos) than Timson used in 1975, and verifying with Google Earth 
photography taken June 19, 2018.  Marine environments are much more dynamic than upland 
surficial geology, so some of the channel locations had moved and most of the beaches had been 
pushed farther inland.  Also, because of my surficial mapping that included walking much of the 
shoreline, and the high quality of the more recent aerial photographs, I was able to refine the 
boundaries of many of the units. 
22 Timson, Barry S. (mapper) (1975) Coastal marine geologic environments of the Deer Isle SE [Isle au Haut East 
7.5'] quadrangle, Maine: Maine Geological Survey, Open-File Map 75-27, map, scale 1:24,000 
23 Timson, Barry S. (mapper) (1975) Coastal marine geologic environments of the Deer Isle SW [Isle au Haut West 
7.5'] quadrangle, Maine: Maine Geological Survey, Open-File Map 75-28, map, scale 1:24,000. 
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Coastal Bluffs 
The Maine Department of Environmental Protection Chapter 1000 Rule called Municipal 
Shoreland Zoning Guidelines requires that municipalities zoning maps include “highly unstable” 
or “unstable” coastal bluffs within Natural Resource Protection Districts and that construction 
setbacks be measured from the top of the bluff rather than the “normal high water” line: 
For principal structures, water and wetland setback measurements shall be taken from 
the top of a coastal bluff that has been identified on Coastal Bluff maps as being “highly 
unstable” or “unstable” by the Maine Geological Survey pursuant to its “Classification 
of Coastal Bluffs” and published on the most recent Coastal Bluff map. 
In 2015 I mapped24 the coastal bluffs of Isle au Haut under a consulting contract with the Maine 
Geological Survey using the standard procedures and nomenclature of the coastal bluff mapping 
program.  As of this writing, the bluff mapping still has not been added to either paper or digital 
maps published by the Maine Geological Survey, although they have been added to the Town 
Zoning Map.  However, the location of the coastal bluffs within ANP is given on Figure 17.  
Having mapped the bluffs previously, it assisted in the delineation of the thicker soil units along 
the shoreline of the ANP. 
Surficial Geology 
The surficial geology map portion of Figure 16 incorporates three pieces of general information 
for most of the units:  soil type genesis, estimate of depth to bedrock, and estimate of depth to 
seasonally high water table.  These units will be described below along with how these general 
characteristics were determined in the field.  My field work did not include any new test pitting, 
shovel holes, borings, or other direct or geophysical investigations.  The mapping was conducted 
based solely on interpretation of LiDAR-derived products, inspection of orthophotographs and 
Google Earth photos, and observations in the field. 
Exposed and Shallow Bedrock 
Large areas of the Park (such as the top of Duck Harbor Mountain) consist of exposed bedrock, 
visible in aerial photos and on field inspection.  However, there are much larger areas where 
heavy forest cover, including an organic soil layer, obscure what is also obviously shallow 
bedrock.  For the purposes of this report, “shallow” bedrock is considered to be generally within 
about 12” (30.5 cm) of the ground surface. 
The first clues on where shallow bedrock exists are evident on the derived LiDAR products such 
as the hillshade LiDAR interpretation.  Areas of shallow bedrock have a rough texture compared 
with the somewhat smoother surface texture from thicker soil displayed in the hillshade DEM.  
One has to be a little careful in this generalization, however, as shallow bedrock over the 
24 Gerber, Robert (2015) Methodology for mapping coastal bluffs in the Town of Isle au Haut.  A consultant report 
by Ransom Consulting, Inc., to the Maine Geological Survey, including report, paper maps, ArcGIS files, bluff 
photographs, and field notes.  July 21, 2015 
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volcanic deposits and adjacent migmatized areas look quite different than the core of granite 
along the central ridge of the island.  The texture of the Jerusalem Mountain ridgeline on the 
hillshade DEM might suggest a cover of moderately thick glacial till; however, this ridge is 
primarily exposed or very shallow glacially-smoothed granite. 
There are several other field clues that indicate shallow bedrock.  One of the main clues is the 
appearance of the soil exposed under trees that have been uprooted in wind storms.  Pictures 36 
and 37 in Appendix B show the gravel and cobble-size pieces of angular broken rock that 
indicate shallow bedrock.  Another good suggestion of shallow rock is an expansive tree root 
mat on the ground surface shown in Picture 38. Finally, streambed exposures will show bedrock 
if it is shallow, as shown in Pictures 28, 39, and 40. 
Ground Moraine 
Ground moraine is a generic term for some type of glacial till.  In the early days of my field 
mapping, before I had had much time mapping and honing my skills at this site, I mapped a few 
areas as “ground moraine” because the ground surface had a high density of large boulders and it 
was difficult to make any estimate of the depth to bedrock and even the depth to the seasonally 
high water table.  An example is the narrow valley west of where Picture 15 was taken.  The 
general impression is that the till was thick (because no bedrock was exposed locally) and the 
boulders were large and sunk into the ground. 
Ground Moraine, Poorly Drained 
In terms of the position of the seasonally high water table, in this report, I define “poorly 
drained” as where the water table is between 6” and 12” (15.2 and 30.5 cm) below the ground 
surface.  Again, only a few areas were mapped with this designation due to my inability to 
estimate its thickness, as described in the “Ground Moraine” description above.  However, with 
this particular unit, it is obvious that the soil drainage condition is poor (for example, due to the 
scattered occurrence of the lone skunk cabbage) but not quite to the level of being a forested 
wetland. 
Thin Ground Moraine, Poorly Drained 
These soils are thin tills and may overlap to some degree with the category of “Exposed bedrock 
and shallow bedrock.”  The main difference in how I perceived it in the field is that there were 
generally no bedrock outcrops within the area of this unit but otherwise a lot of other indications 
of fairly thin soils.  For the purposes of this report, the term “thin” would generally imply a soil 
thickness of 12” to 24” (30.5 and 61 cm).  The term “poorly drained”, as defined above, implies 
a seasonally high water table between about 6” and 12” (15.2 and 30.5 cm) below ground 
surface.  The ground surface has the look of getting ready to transition to forested wetland and is 
often next to that unit.  One indicator of thin soils is the presence of sharp, angular gravel and 
cobble rock fragments under overthrown trees, created by roots that have broken up the surface 
of bedrock. 
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Thin Ground Moraine, Moderately Drained 
These soils are thin soils as described immediately above.  However, these soils are moderately 
drained rather than being poorly drained.  The seasonally high water table is estimated to be 
between 12” and 24” (30.5 and 61 cm) below the ground surface.  Usually, this type of ground 
moraine is ablation till or detritus from talus covered slopes such as shown in Picture 30. 
Thin Ground Moraine, Well Drained 
This soil unit is only defined in one small area where it appears bedrock is shallow but there does 
not appear to be any indication of a seasonally high water table within the soil layer.  Usually 
this type of ground moraine is ablation or melt-out till. 
 Moderately Thick Ground Moraine, Moderately-well Drained 
There is a slight overlap of this soil thickness group with the “thin ground moraine” type.  
Moderately thick in this report means soils that are generally thicker than 24” (61 cm) but less 
than 48” (122 cm).  Moderately-well drained in this report means the seasonally high water table 
probably lies between 12” and 24” (30.5 and 61 cm) below ground surface.  As soil gets thicker, 
it gets harder to estimate just how thick it might be.  But there are clues that can help to put limits 
on it.  In the few deeply incised streams, thicker soil cross sections are exposed.  When trees are 
overthrown but there is no indication of the angular shattered rock, the indication is that the soil 
is at least greater than 18” (46 cm) thick.  Where there are large boulders on the surface and you 
can estimate that at least 18” (46 cm) of the larger boulders sit below ground surface, that is an 
indication of at least moderate soil thickness.  Pictures 44, 48, and 49 show the ground surface of 
areas interpreted to be this soil type.  Notice the surfaces have grasses and no vegetation types 
suggestive of a shallow water table, and the cobbles under the overthrown trees are rounded.  
This type of ground moraine probably has a surface of ablation or melt-out till. 
Thick Ground Moraine 
This is another category of till where there are many clues that the soil is thick (i.e., ≥48” (122 
cm) thick) but it was not clear where the seasonal high water table lies.  There are only a few 
small areas of this type mapped and they tend to be near the loop road and near former borrow 
pits.  The strips of soil next to the edge of borrow pits probably had their water table position 
altered by the removal of the adjacent soil.  It is difficult to estimate today’s seasonally high 
water table position.
Thick Ground Moraine, Poorly Drained 
This type of till is probably all lodgment till.  The soil is estimated to be over 48” (122 cm) thick 
but the seasonally high water table is between 6” and 12” (15.2 and 30.5 cm).  Picture 43 shows a 
coastal bluff that meets this criterion.  At the top of the slope, there are many indications of 
poorly drained conditions.  The till is very dense and heterogeneous right to the ground surface, 
supporting a high water table. 
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Thick Ground Moraine, Moderately-well Drained 
As stated above, the criteria for thickness is having a soil greater than 48” thick.  Moderately-
well drained has a seasonally high water table from 12” to 24” (30.5 and 61 cm).  This soil type 
would typically look something like that in Picture 45.  The surface soil would likely be an 
ablation or melt-out till overlying a dense, low permeability lodgment till. 
Thick Ground Moraine, Well Drained 
As stated above, the criteria for thickness is having a soil greater than 48” (122 cm) thick.  Well 
drained soils have a seasonally high water table greater than 24” (61 cm) below ground surface.  
This soil type would typically look something like that in Pictures 46 and 47.  The surface soil 
would likely be an ablation or melt-out till. 
Glaciomarine over Till 
There is only one small area of this soil type, mapped early in the field work.  This soil occurs 
near Moore’s Harbor and has some shoreline exposure and appears to be sandy.  This is a 
location where a thin layer of sand was deposited over ground moraine in relatively sheltered 
waters when the sea level was still relatively higher than present sea level.  The drainage 
condition of these soils could not be estimated and may be variable. 
Glaciomarine over Till, Moderately-well Drained 
There is only a small area of this soil and it lies just south of the Park Loop Road, north of 
Merchant Harbor.  Based on exposures in borrow pits just to the north, it appears this is a layer 
of glaciomarine sand deposited over ground moraine when sea level was still higher than it is at 
present.  The drainage condition appears to be fairly uniform and can be roughly estimated from 
vegetative conditions and the depth of the small streams in the area. 
Glaciomarine over Till, Poorly Drained 
There are two small areas of this soil type that border the “glaciomarine over till, moderately-
well drained” soil type.  The ground surface within this soil type is quite uniform with no surface 
stones, but the drainage condition is obviously poor and tending toward forested wetland. 
Beach Deposits 
This unit includes modern beach deposits (most of which are gravel and cobble mixes as shown 
in Pictures 22-24) as well as raised beaches related to the post-glacial rebound of the land.  
Almost all of the raised beach deposits were first identified using the hillshade interpretation of 
the LiDAR.  The suspected raised beach deposits were then visited in the field to verify the 
interpretation.  There are obvious topographic forms similar to modern beach berms where many 
of these raised beaches occur.  A few of these have wetlands just above what would have been a 
storm berm, similar again, to modern day brackish marshes behind storm berms.  As mentioned 
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in an earlier section, the higher raised beach deposits tended to be primarily cobble/boulder in 
size (Pictures 18-20).  The lower elevations where raised beaches are found tend to have 
primarily a gravel matrix.  Figure 13 shows the distribution of the beach deposits.  Some of the 
raised beach deposits are very thin, as shown in Picture 20. 
Stratified, Moderately-well Drained 
These are glaciofluvial waterlaid deposits having a seasonally high water table between 12” and 
24” (30.5 and 61 cm) below ground surface.  It is likely that most of these were deposited by 
high-velocity meltwaters flowing out from under glacial ice during deglaciation.  Figure 12 
shows the distribution of the waterlaid deposits. The moderately-well drained deposits are likely 
thin strata (less than 24” thickness) of waterlaid sand and gravel overlying bedrock or ground 
moraine.  Relatively smooth ground surface and absence of surface stones are often a suggestion 
of a possible waterlaid deposit. 
Stratified, Well Drained 
Pictures 50-53 show exposures of these deposits.  The well drained version of these waterlaid 
deposits are usually 48” (122 cm) thick or greater. 
Wetland 
The soil type designated as “wetland” is an emergent wetland type that was added to the original 
interpretation of emergent wetland that was derived from the NWI inventory and then modified 
by aerial photo-interpretation.  The addition to the “emergent wetland” category was made on the 
basis of field mapping. 
Emergent Wetland 
The method of delineating emergent wetland was described in an above section. 
Forested Wetland 
The description of “forested wetland” was described in an above section. 
Summary Surficial Geology Maps 
Several maps are presented to simplify the Surficial and Marine Geology Map (Figure 16) and 
provide more summary information.   
Surficial Geology Map based on Soil Origin 
Figure 18 summarizes the soil types by basic genesis.  The greatest coverage is by ground 
moraine (about 84% of the Park area), followed by wetlands, then by raised beaches with 
waterlaid and glaciomarine deposits creating minor coverages. 
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Thickness Distribution of Surficial Geology Deposits 
Figure 19 summarizes the distribution of the thickness of the surficial deposits broken down 
between “Exposed and Shallow Rock,” “Moderately Thick,” and “Thick.”  I did not make any 
estimates of the thicknesses of the wetland areas so those would be implied to be thin, but some 
of the wetland deposits are undoubtedly “thick” by the definition used here.  As one can see, 
most of the Park has exposed or shallow deposits.  The thick or moderately thick deposits lie 
primarily in the valley and low-lying areas. 
Soil Drainage Characteristics 
Figure 20 summarizes the soil drainage characteristics.  The exposed and shallow rock areas 
have not been assigned a soil drainage characteristic as it is not often discernible unless there is a 
wetland cover of some type over the bedrock.   
Areas of Suggested Future Work 
Although the mapping of the Park qualifies as something more intensive than “reconnaissance” 
level, as often happens, the more work that is done, the more questions appear.  Topics that 
might merit further work include: 
a) A more precise mapping of the locations, depth, and areal extent of the raised beach 
deposits at different elevations, plus grain size comparisons;
b) Determination of the thickness and nature of the organic deposits in the emergent 
wetlands;
c) Further investigation into the mode of the deposition of the waterlaid deposits;
d) Installation of stream gages at the outlets to major bogs, water balance studies, and more 
study of why there are so few springs and such few and low-flowing streams in the Park;
e) A study of provenance and factors affecting the distribution of erratics.
Tables 
Table 2--Index to Locations of Pictures of Places of Interest 
(See Figure 10 for Locations and Appendix A for Pictures)
Easting Northing
1 Great Meadow3 N 530,766 4,877,267
2 Great Meadow2 W 530,753 4,877,258
3 Bog plant on Bowditch Tr SE 529,311 4,878,238
4 Bog1 west of BowditchTr 7-19-18 NE 529,139 4,878,321
5 Bog2 west of BowditchTr 7-19-18 S 529,319 4,878,468
6 Cedar Bog1 NE 529,342 4,878,724
7 Cedar Bog2 SE 529,340 4,878,733
8 Cedar Bog3 SW 529,330 4,878,732
9 Cedar Bog4 NW 529,333 4,878,724
10 Dead cedar bog along western access rd E 529,275 4,876,672
11 Bog west of dead cedar swamp SE 529,149 4,876,776
12 Small bog at top of raised beach west of Great Bog SW 530,589 4,877,455
13 Wetland south of Long Pd Tr 7-7-18 NE 530,167 4,876,271
14 Bog west of Duck Hbr Mtn NE 527,778 4,874,675
15 Cliff north of Goat & west of Barred Harbor--small vertical cliff suitable for climbing E 528,616 4,873,938
16 Broken ledge east of Duck Hbr Mtn; large area of ledge probably split by lightning NE 528,560 4,874,527
17 Ledge hit by lightning north of south road E 528,973 4,875,275
18 Raised beach at Elev. 225 west of Long Pond--large area of exposed boulders/cobbles on trail NE 530,405 4,876,453
19 Raised beach on east side Long Pd Tr--another raised beach just above the marine limit W 530,668 4,876,628
20 East of Nat Merchant Tr; raised beach near Elev. 220--cobble beach near marine limit NW 530,126 4,875,769
21 Coarse gravel in raised beach east of Duck Hbr Mtn:  gravel exposed under overturned tree S 528,315 4,874,943
22 Eastern Hd; SE Cove:  the view along the shore from the cove east of Thunder Gulch SW 531,066 4,873,400
23 Eastern Hd; character of a portion of the eastern shore of Eastern Hd NW 531,176 4,873,934
24 North of Sharks Pt--natural granite sculpture on gravel pocket beach SW 528,097 4,876,411
25 SW tip of Merchant Cove--small moraine or beach deposit with pleasing esthetics E 529,710 4,873,926
26 Erratic north of Barred Hbr--typical lone granite erratic one may find in the woods SW 528,855 4,874,221
27 Boulders on Western Hd Tr:  two very large erratics, although these came from nearby bedrock N 527,590 4,873,142
28 Jones Brook:  showing a stream valley that exhibits occasional high velocity flows SW 528,873 4,878,095
29 North of South Road--Forested Wetland:  typical forested wetland SE 529,153 4,875,208
30 SE slope of Jerusalem Mtn--showing talus-covered terrain on steep east-facing slopes N 530,317 4,877,291
31 Spring in soil--north of south road:  one of the few natural springs found in the Park S 528,276 4,875,396
32 Stonewall between bogs:  a stonewall between two bogs NE 529,064 4,874,477
33 Eastern Head ANP boundary line looking east:  showing open understory across forested wetland NE 530,944 4,874,291
UTM NAD83 Zone 19N (m)
Picture 
Number
Direction of 
camera 
viewDescription of Pictures in Appendix A, view orientations and locations
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Table 3
Location and Description of Surficial Geology Pictures
Id Description
Observation 
Direction Easting Northing
34 Coombs Mtn Pit chattermarks S 530,653.9 4,880,758.8
35 Eastern_SE_Cove_S SW 531,088.1 4,873,413.6
36 Eastern Hd_tree roots on thin soil N 531,036.3 4,873,630.0
37 Overturned tree in thin soil--north of south rd N 528,442.9 4,875,280.6
38 roots where bedrock is shallow E 530,045.7 4,878,086.3
39 stream on thin soil & smooth cobbles--north of south rd N 528,531.7 4,875,139.8
40 West of Median Ridge Tr--stream cut & shallow roots NW 529,497.2 4,874,949.8
41 fine-grained till on base of pit on East side NE 531,227.0 4,875,986.1
42 fine-grained till on Bungi Hd2 W 530,494.0 4,874,301.4
43 Eastern_SE_Cove_bank4 W 531,075.7 4,873,418.7
44 EasternHd_MT_MD_Till NE 530,657.7 4,873,207.2
45 Long Pd Pit E 531,230.1 4,875,978.8
46 pit on East side E 531,222.1 4,875,969.5
47 pit east of Long Pond E 531,209.6 4,875,919.2
48 ablation till along western access rd NE 528,931.1 4,877,793.2
49 unsorted till east of Wentworth Mtn SW 529,348.4 4,876,254.8
50 pit on east side(2) W 530,666.1 4,875,213.7
51 tree roots on gravel deposit on church prop NW 530,642.2 4,875,171.3
52 Squeaker Cove soil bank S 528,457.3 4,873,746.1
53 Hamilton Cemetery Pit1 SE 528,583.3 4,874,984.6
54 fractured ledge north of Barred Hbr S 528,706.5 4,874,512.4
55 fractured ledge that was turned into beach cobbles W 528,700.5 4,874,510.4
UTM NAD83, 19N (m)See Figure 10 and Appendix B
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Table 4
Description of Selected Raised Beaches
Number Main source(s) of raised beach material Position in the landscape Wave climate that created the beach
1 broken ledge to northeast and southwest bar--on small ridge beween two ledge outcrops Small waves from northwest
2 till on small plateau on west side of mountain at marine limit Small waves from west
3 broken ledge to north and south at marine limit Moderate waves from east
4 broken ledge to north and south at marine limit moderate waves from east
5 broken ledge to west at marine limit large waves from east
6 broken ledge to north at marine limit large waves from east
7 till deposited in bowl at marine limit moderate waves from south
8 till deposited in trough between hills Bar--on small ridge between two ledge outcrops small waves from northeast, southwest, and southeast
9 broken ledge to south at marine limit small waves from north
10 till and gravel deposited in trough on thick soil deposits in a trough small waves from north and west
11 broken ledge to northeast and southwest in small valley sloping northwest small waves from northwest
12 broken ledge on ridgeline bar--ridgeline large waves from south
13 broken ledge to east and west bar--ridgeline moderate waves from south
14 broken ledge to east and west bar--ridgeline in small valley moderate waves from south
15 broken ledge to west at foot of steep slope rising to west moderate waves from south
16 broken ledge to east at foot of steep slope rising to east moderate waves from southwest
17 glacial till and broken ledge to east and west ridgeline bar and northwest sloping land small waves from west and northwest
18 broken ledge to northwest foot of steep slope to northwest near marine limit large waves from southeast
19 broken ledge to east foot of steep slope rising to east moderate waves from west
21 broken ledge to north and west beaches formed at head of embayment moderate waves from southeast
20 till and broken ledge to east bars formed from refracted waves small waves from south
22 till deposit and broken rock to south and southeast bar on small ridge where small beach was built moderate waves from south and southeast
23 local till deposit bar on ridgeline small to moderate waves from southwest
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Table 5
Description of Coastal Bluffs
Bluff Number 
on Figure 17 Description
19 10-12' till bluff, some erosion at toe
20 16' till bluff
21 14' till bluff
22 14' till bluff, eroded at toe
23 12' till bluff, unstable
24 8' till bluff, some erosion
25 8' till bluff with erosion on face
26 14' till bluff with erosion on toe
27 small till bluff with till above terrace becoming steeper
28 10-12' till bluff
29 8' unstable till bluff
30 steep till bluff >20' with some erosion on toe
31 till and talus >20' with toe erosion
32 variable height till bluff up to 12', eroded
33 till & talus >20' on steep slope; some erosion at toe
34 thin 10' till eroded by wave runup
35 8' eroded till/stratified gravel/cobbles
36 4' eroded till
37 4' eroded till bank
38 >20'  till, eroded at toe
39 12' till slope eroded at toe
40 12-16' high slope, erosion at toe
48 14-16' small bluff, eroded till at toe
49 6' high eroded till bank 
50 4-6' high till slope armored with some riprap
52 >20' till, eroded at toe
55 16' till bluff, stable
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Figures 
 USGS The National Map: National Boundaries Dataset, National Elevation Dataset,
Geographic Names Information System, National Hydrography Dataset, National Land
Cover Database, National Structures Dataset, and National Transportation Dataset; U.S.
Census Bureau - TIGER/Line; HERE Road Data.  Data Refreshed July, 2017.
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Figure 14--Occurrence of Raised Beaches by Elevation in ANP
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See Table 6 for briefdescriptions of thebluffs shown on thisFigure
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Appendices 
1Great Meadow3.JPG,7/29/2017 16:28:52.229
iPhone 6s,1/519s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
2Great Meadow2.JPG,7/29/2017 16:27:05.602
iPhone 6s,1/478s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
3bog plant on Bowditch Tr.JPG,7/14/2018 12:50:04.448
iPhone 6s,1/1148s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
4Bog1 west of BowditchTr 7-19-18.JPG,7/19/2018 12:06:00.561
iPhone 6s,1/1166s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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5Bog2 west of BowditchTr 7-19-18.JPG,7/19/2018 13:53:44.901
iPhone 6s,1/1538s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
6Cedar Bog1.JPG,7/29/2018 14:02:52.426
iPhone 6s,1/281s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.7EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
7Cedar Bog2.JPG,7/29/2018 14:03:01.211
iPhone 6s,1/530s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.7EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
8Cedar Bog3.JPG,7/29/2018 14:23:24.037
iPhone 6s,1/884s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.3EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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9Cedar Bog4.JPG,7/29/2018 14:23:38.377
iPhone 6s,1/361s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.3EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
10dead cedar bog along western access rd.JPG,8/19/2018 15:43:38.415
iPhone 6s,1/1374s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
11bog west of dead cedar swamp.JPG,9/1/2018 13:20:13.908
iPhone 6s,1/1603s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
12Small bog at top of raised beach west of Great Bog.JPG,7/14/2018 15:12:3
iPhone 6s,1/120s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+1.0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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13wetland south of  Long Pd Tr 7-7-18.JPG,7/7/2018 14:19:29.942
iPhone 6s,1/620s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.5EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
14Bog west of DuckHbrMtn.JPG,7/24/2018 14:05:38.936
iPhone 6s,1/1099s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
15Cliff north of Goat & west Barred.JPG,7/28/2018 15:30:34.860
iPhone 6s,1/60s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
16broken ledge east of Duck Hbr Mtn.JPG,6/12/2018 14:27:30.330
iPhone 6s,1/129s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+2.0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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17ledge hit by lightning--north of south road.JPG,6/1/2018 15:48:14.362
iPhone 6s,1/251s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
18raised_beach_el225west of Long Pond.JPG,7/23/2012 16:27:22.00
iPhone 4S,1/60s - F/2.4,3264 x 2448
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:
Focal Length:4.3mm,ISO Sensitivity:
19beach east side LongPdTr 7-12-18.JPG,7/12/2018 14:10:22.089
iPhone 6s,1/60s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.7EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
20East of Nat Merchant Tr--raised beach near 220.JPG,5/21/2018 14:09:46.6
iPhone 6s,1/1709s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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21coarse gravel in raised beach east of Duck Hbr Mtn.JPG,6/12/2018 11:14:2
iPhone 6s,1/40s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
22Eastern_SE_Cove_SW.JPG,5/16/2018 15:07:15.829
iPhone 6s,1/242s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+2.0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
23EasternHd_NE_shore2.JPG,5/10/2018 15:22:06.541
iPhone 6s,1/420s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+1.5EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
24north of Sharks PT.JPG,8/5/2018 15:39:25.013
iPhone 6s,1/1451s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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25SW tip of Merchant Cove.JPG,7/28/2018 13:17:06.394
iPhone 6s,1/490s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.7EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
26Erratic north of Barred Hbr.JPG,6/14/2018 14:20:35.085
iPhone 6s,1/120s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.7EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
27boulders on WestHd Tr.JPG,7/23/2017 15:57:43.515
iPhone 6s,1/60s - F/2.2,4032 x 3024
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
28Jones Brook.JPG,7/29/2018 15:30:08.733
iPhone 6s,1/147s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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29North of South Rd--Forested Wetland.JPG,5/30/2018 15:31:29.495
iPhone 6s,1/725s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
30SE slope of Jerusalem Mtn.JPG,9/23/2017 14:14:37.791
iPhone 6s,1/30s - F/2.2,3024 x 4032
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
31spring in soil--north of south rd.JPG,6/8/2018 16:11:42.098
iPhone 6s,1/120s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
32Stonewall between bogs--6-10-18.JPG,6/10/2018 14:47:32.266
iPhone 6s,1/120s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+1.5EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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33EasternHd bndry looking east.JPG,9/15/2018 13:35:55.584
iPhone 6s,1/120s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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34CoombsMtnPitChattermarks.JPG,9/12/2014 14:13:01.34
iPhone 5c,1/2088s - F/2.4,3264 x 2448
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:
Focal Length:4.1mm,ISO Sensitivity:
35Eastern_SE_Cove_S.JPG,5/16/2018 15:08:35.552
iPhone 6s,1/1040s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+2.0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
36EasternHd_treeroots on thin soil.JPG,5/16/2018 14:06:10.616
iPhone 6s,1/605s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
37Overturned tree in thin soil--north of south rd.JPG,6/8/2018 15:15:55.436
iPhone 6s,1/40s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.3EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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38roots where bedrock is shallow.JPG,7/14/2018 13:14:47.386
iPhone 6s,1/30s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
39stream on thin soil & smooth cobbles--north of south rd.JPG,6/7/2018 13:13:43.370
iPhone 6s,1/30s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.5EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
40West of Median Rdge Tr--stream cut & shallow roots.JPG,5/28/2018 14:18:06.113
iPhone 6s,1/324s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.7EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
41fine-grained till at base of pit on East side.JPG,8/10/2014 13:40:17.60
Nikon D40X,1/60s - F/5,2592 x 3872
Exposure Mode:,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:52mm,Focus Mode:,ISO Sensitivity:
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42fine-grained till on Bungi Hd2.JPG,8/22/2009 11:09:28
DIGITALMAVICA,1/155s - F/4,1280 x 960
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Center-Weighted,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:6.1mm,ISO Sensitivity:
43Eastern_SE_Cove_bank4.JPG,5/16/2018 15:06:50.387
iPhone 6s,1/120s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.7EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
44EasternHd_MT_MD_Till.JPG,5/18/2018 12:53:35.305
iPhone 6s,1/386s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
45LongPdPit.JPG,10/8/2014 16:23:56.41
iPhone 5c,1/124s - F/2.4,3264 x 2448
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.1mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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46pit on East side.JPG,8/10/2014 12:37:41.10
Nikon D40X,1/40s - F/16,3872 x 2592
Exposure Mode:Aperture Priority,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:62mm,Focus Mode:,ISO Sensitivity:
47pit east of Long Pond.JPG,8/10/2014 12:38:31.50
Nikon D40X,1/3s - F/16,3872 x 2592
Exposure Mode:Aperture Priority,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:135mm,Focus Mode:,ISO Sensitivity:
48ablation till along western access rd.JPG,8/19/2018 15:49:41.471
iPhone 6s,1/128s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+0.5EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
49unsorted till east Wentworth Mtn.JPG,10/7/2014 13:14:23.331
iPhone 5c,1/138s - F/2.4,2448 x 3264
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.1mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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50pit on east side (2).JPG,8/10/2014 13:16:33.40
Nikon D40X,1/3s - F/16,3872 x 2592
Exposure Mode:Aperture Priority,White Balance:Auto, 0
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:58mm,Focus Mode:AF-A,ISO Sensitivity:ISO 100
51tree roots on gravel deposit church prop.jpg,10/19/2017 15:32:52.668
iPhone 6s,1/30s - F/2.2,3024 x 4032
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
52Squeaker Cove soil bank.JPG,6/15/2018 16:20:10.014
iPhone 6s,1/60s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:+1.3EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
53Hamilton Cemetery Pit1.jpg,9/20/2014 14:41:01.25
iPhone 5c,1/120s - F/2.4,3264 x 2448
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Matrix,Exposure Comp.:
Focal Length:4.1mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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54fractured ledge north of Barred Hbr.JPG,6/14/2018 16:07:15.331
iPhone 6s,1/30s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
55fractured ledge that was turned into beach cobbles.JPG,6/14/2018 15:32:42.588
iPhone 6s,1/40s - F/2.2,4032 x 2268
Exposure Mode:Programmed Auto,White Balance:
Metering:Spot,Exposure Comp.:0EV
Focal Length:4.2mm,ISO Sensitivity:
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Appendix C—Legend for Marine Geology Units on Figure 16 
 
 
 
SUPRATIDAL ENVIRONMENTS 
 
Environments just above the highest highwater datum, but under the partial influence of 
marine processes and forces. 
 
Sw Fresh-brackish water - Ponded water behind beach ridges, man-made constrictions on former 
tidal embayments, or on marsh surfaces transitional between upland and salt marsh 
environments. Salinity of the water is less than 5 parts per thousand (ppt). 
Sm Fresh-brackish marsh - water-saturated, organic-rich sediments characterized by broad-leafed 
vegetation tolerant of constant submergence in fresh water. Salinity of interstitial water is less 
than 5 ppt. 
Sz Man-made land - Structures or fill emplaced by man in the nearshore environment. 
 
 
 
INTERTIDAL ENVIRONMENTS 
 
Environments between the highest high water datum and the lowest low water datum 
subject to twice daily tidal flooding and all other marine forces. 
 
Marsh environments - Vegetated environments or isolated depressions within vegetated 
environments located above mean tide level in protected coastal areas. 
M1 High salt marsh - Organic-rich sediments densely vegetated by the salt marsh grass Spartina 
patens (salt-meadow grass). High salt marshes are at the same level as mean high water. 
M4 Salt pannes and salt ponds - Salt-water filled, non-vegetated depressions on the high salt 
marsh surface (salt pannes) or salt-water filled depressions anywhere in the intertidal zone 
(i.e. tidal pools). Salt pannes may be dry and covered with algae during late summer months. 
Beach environments - Deposits of unconsolidated sediment which extend shoreward from the lowest 
tide line to the upland or vegetated dune field or beach ridge. Dominated by wave processes. 
B1 Sand beach - Beaches consisting of sand-size sediment which are subject to high or moderate 
wave energy (waves generated in the Gulf of Maine). 
B2 Mixed sand and gravel beach - Beaches consisting of sand and gravel-size sediment which are 
subject to high or moderate wave energy. 
B3 Gravel beach - Beaches consisting of gravel-size sediment which are subject to high or 
moderate wave energy. 
B4 Boulder beach - Beaches consisting of boulder-size sediment which are subject to high or 
moderate wave energy. 
B5 Low-energy beach - Beaches consisting of a wide variety of sediment sizes which are protected 
from high wave energy. Sediment characteristics are dependent upon sediment source, which is 
usually from upland scarps immediately shoreward of the beach. Low-energy beaches may 
exhibit growth of salt marsh grass when there is little sediment movement. 
Br Boulder ramp - Sloping surfaces in the lower intertidal zone veneered by large boulders. This 
environment is seaward of gravel or boulder beaches on high wave energy shorelines. Boulders 
are remnant lag deposits of eroded glacial tills. Boulder movement is limited to periods of intense 
storm wave activity. 
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Bw Washover fan - Fan-shaped deposits of gravel located behind gravel beach ridges and covering  
portions of marshes. Few washovers have been recognized as mappable units on sand beaches.  
Washover fans are deposited by storm waves. Fan sediment is derived from the beach itself. 
Flat environments - Gently sloping or level environments composed primarily of fine sand, silt, and clay 
accumulated in relatively quiet water. Flats are depositional areas controlled primarily by tidal currents and 
sediment settling from the water column. Flat environments may be eroded temporarily by storm waves.  
 
F Mud flats - Flats comprised of sediment finer than sand. 
F1 Coarse-grained flat - Intertidal flats where sand or larger-size material comprises most of 
the sediments. Coarse-grained flats are subject to higher tidal-current velocities than mud 
flats. 
F3 Mussel bar - Low mounds of living mussels, Mytilus edulis, and/or disarticulated and broken 
mussel shells accumulated by wave shoaling. Mussel bars generally occur at the mouths of 
estuaries or embayments at tidal channel margins where nutrient-laden oceanic waters first 
flood flat environments. Mussel bars accumulate on intertidal flats. 
F5 Algal flats - High, coarse and fine-grained intertidal flats covered with the green algae, 
Enteromorpha erecta. 
F6 Veneered Ramp - Former boulder ramps presently covered by fine-grained sediment 
settling out of the water column. 
 
SUBTIDAL ENVIRONMENTS 
 
Environments existing below lowest low water and subject to tidal current 
forces and wave- generated current forces. 
  
 Flat environments - Submerged, gently sloping, or level environments composed primarily of fine sand, 
silt, and clay. Includes subaqueous exposures of coarse-grained, Pleistocene glacial sediments. 
Fm Mud flat - Fine-grained subtidal flats. 
Fc Coarse-grained flat - Coarse-grained subtidal flats. 
Fe Eelgrass flat - Fine-grained and coarse-grained, shallow subtidal (low intertidal) flats which 
support dense stands of eelgrass (Zostera marina). 
Fs Seaweed community - Coarse-grained subtidal flats and bedrock ledges which support 
seaweed growth. 
 
 
Miscellaneous Environments 
 M Ledge - Subaerially or subaqueously exposed bedrock. 
Mc Fluvial-estuarine channel - Transitional channel between river and estuarine channels. The 
fluvial, tidal fluvial, or estuarine state depends upon the volume of river discharge entering the 
estuarine basin. 
Ms Swash bars - Accumulations of sediment which occur where waves shoal onto intertidal flats. 
Me Ebb-tidal delta - Lobate bars of sediment which accumulate seaward of an inlet separating a 
back-barrier estuuary or lagoon from open-ocean water. 
  
Channel Environments - Linear, intertidal, and subtidal depressions carrying tidal-current water. 
 C2   Medium-velocity tidal channel - Tidal channels where maximum flow velocities probably   
attain values between 1 and 2 m/s. 
C3  Low-velocity tidal channel - Tidal channels where maximum flow velocities probably do 
not exceed 1 m/s. 
 
 
